
The AAR held that each of the lessor owns a part of the property and they have pooled up their properties and then leased it to the
company contract of the applicant group with the company indicates that what is given is an immovable property consisting of only
rooms with attached toilets as per the layout of the leased premises annexed to the lease agreement and does not fit into the meaning of
a dwelling which means a house. They are like hotel rooms and the entire leased premises of 42 rooms, which can by no imagination be
termed as residential dwelling. Therefore, exemption prescribed under Entry no. 13 of 9/2017-ITR cannot be extended and the lessors
(as an entity) have to charge GST while issuing the invoice for the lease services to M/s D Twelve Spaces P Ltd

Case: GURUKRUPA HOSPITALITY SERVICES [2020- 4- TMI- 595] (GUJARAT AAR)

The applicant have entered into an agreement with one of their client for running of canteen and its total affairs including supply of
snacks, tea, lunch and dinner to its employee and workers. The applicant seeks to know the rate of tax for his transaction.

The AAR held the taxability till and post 25th July,2018 considering the amendments in notification 11/2017-CTR under entry 7. It is
held that till 25th july,2018, the nature of service provided by the applicant is that of “outdoor catering service” as the applicant was
engaged for running of the canteen where the rates of food and menu was pre decided by the client/ recipient. Thus, taxable under
entry 7(v) of said notification attracting GST@ 18%.

However, w.e.f. 26th july,2018 explanation 1 was inserted in Sr.7(i) & the entry relating to composite supply of food and drinks in
restaurant, mess, canteen eating joints and such supplies to institutions (Educational, office, factory, hospital) on contractual basis is
rationalize at GST rate of 5% and made it clear that the scope of outdoor catering under 7(v) is restricted to supplies in case of
outdoor/indoor functions that are event based and occasional in nature. Therefore, the applicant services shall fall under entry 7(i) and
attract GST @ 5%.

CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETIES
CA. Ramesh Prabhu, CA. Mukul Varma

Cooperative Commissioner vide circular dated 24th April, 2020, has allowed the Cooperative Societies to conduct the monthly
meetings of the managing Committee digitally

Cooperative Commissioner vide circular dated 13th May, 2020, has allowed the societies to undergo the training u/s 24A of the MCS
Act, 1960 digitially.

The cooperative Commissioner had issued a circular 4th May, 2020 regarding the appointment of auditors, completing the audit,
complying with the O form and scrutiny of audit report etc and advised to comply with the same.

Circular dt. 24.04.2020 issued by Commissioner of Co-operative Societies, Maharashtra State – Pune.

Sub : Permission for conducting Managing Committee monthly meetings through Video Conferencing or any other digital medium.

Considering the present situation of Lock down problem and problem in conducting monthly managing committee meetings of Co-operative Societies,
all Co-operative societies in the state can use video conferencing or any other digital medium to conduct the monthly meetings. The agenda of the
meeting should be circulated with in time through whatsapp , email or any other digital form by Principal officer / Secretary of the society. Those
members attending in person should follow the rules of social distancing and attend the meeting wearing a mask.

MAHARERA
CA. Ashwin Shah

EXTENSION OF TIMELINE OF COMPLETION OF PROJECT :-

Hon’ble Finance Minister during the Press Conference dt 13th May 2020 have suggested certain relief measures for Real Estate Sector :-

Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs will make recommendation to State Government and UTs to further instruct various Real
Estate Regulatory Authority to announce relief measures.

The outbreak of COVID 19 shall be treated as Force Majeure for the purpose of extension of timeline of the completion of the project.




